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1 IntroductionThe notion of commitment is central to much recent work in AI. Commitment, how-ever, comes in two main avors. One is the familiar notion from ethics and distributedcomputing where an agent makes a commitment to others to do or not do certain ac-tions. The agent is liable for not acting up on them. The other sense of commitmentinvolves an agent by himself. The agent is committed to his intentions or beliefs, butis not liable (to anyone else) [Bratman, 1987, ch. 2] [Harman, 1986, p. 94] [Cohen& Levesque, 1990, p. 217] [Singh, 1991b]. This is related to epistemic entrenchment[G�ardenfors, 1988]. We call the �rst kind of commitment S-commitment (for social)and the second kind P-commitment (for psychological).Historically, commitments were of the psychological, intra-agent variety. Theywere procedurally|and unwittingly|encoded in planning algorithms, which led tosuboptimal solutions. This generated a research interest in least-commitment plan-ning [Sacerdoti, 1977], wherein commitments were actively avoided. But, as thereasoning limitations of agents were recognized, commitments became recognized asa means to control search and obtain satis�cing, instead of optimal, solutions. Thuscommitment became a \feature"! Commitments have since been extended to dis-tributed settings|we shall review their rami�cations in detail below. Although weconcentrate on the main avors of commitments, other dichotomies exist, e.g., epis-temic versus conative, and commitments to actions versus commitments to policies.Before we get into the details, it is instructive to review the commitment as it isimplemented in distributed computing. This is one of its mundane variations, but willgive us a base-line for comparing more sophisticated variants, because it is a simplesituation with many of the interesting ingredients. Mutual commit protocols ensurethat a number of distributed processes agree on some important action. An importantapplication is whether a given distributed database transaction should commit at allsites, which is essential to preserving the integrity of distributed data [Gray & Reuter,1993]. The most famous of these protocols is two-phase commit (2PC). In 2PC, thereis a voting phase in which each process votes Yes or No. The votes are collected bya coordinator process. If all processes voted Yes, the coordinator announces a Yesdecision, otherwise a No decision.First, the above phenomenon really is commitment, since the processes guaranteethat they will behave as the coordinator decided. However, this commitment is aone-shot a�air. The processes agree on whatever they are doing, do it, and moveon. The commitment they exhibit is irrevocable, but since the interaction is short-lived, that cannot cause signi�cant problems. Second, the commitment is representedtrivially. There is typically a ag set inside each process. Arguably, this ag representsa P-commitment on part of the process. The S-commitment aspects are providedexternally, through an agreement among the various programmers. This agreementensures that processes will respect the decision of the coordinator, and once they1



commit to a decision, they will not change their mind. Thus each site knows that theother sites will behave as it expects.However, the above hardwired commitment is at a low level of abstraction. Itprovides no exibility in terms of behavior. Typically, even the physical representa-tion is �xed. Not only AI, but also traditional applications, e.g., collaborative com-puting and workows, demand greater organizational exibility [Elmagarmid, 1992;Papazoglou et al., 1992].A higher level of abstraction must involve agents. Agents are systems that can beunderstood through psychological and social abstractions with the intentional stance[McCarthy, 1979] or equivalently at the knowledge level [Newell, 1982]. This view,which justi�es our present terminology of P-commitments and S-commitments, iscrucial to the AI enterprise. We submit that P-commitments and S-commitmentswill provide two of the most important abstractions in characterizing, understanding,analyzing, and designing multiagent systems. P-commitments have been shown tounderlie traditional notions such as belief and intentions (we elaborate this role furtherhere). S-commitments play a similarly important role in coordinating and structuringmultiagent systems, and in achieving coherence in their actions.The challenges we address in this paper are to� lay out the conceptual underpinnings of P-commitment and S-commitment inresource-bounded multiagent systems� map out the terrain of the above concepts in terms of their interrelationshipsin di�erent situations� relate the above concepts to the key features in the design and architecture ofagents and multiagent systems.Section 2 discusses the two notions of commitment in some detail. Section 3 relatesthem to the structure of multiagent systems. Section 4 discusses their implementa-tional import. Section 5 concludes with a review of the pertinent literature.2 CommitmentsP-commitments arise within agents. S-commitments arise when agents interact withother agents. Just as P-commitments are needed to understand individual agents,S-commitments are needed to understand multiagent systems. Traditional formaltheories give preeminence to P-commitment and do not recognize the complexitiesof S-commitment possible in real systems|they allow S-commitments implicitly butonly in systems which are internally homogeneous. In this section, we shall studythe two concepts as �rst-class concepts, and outline the various properties they haveand roles they play. From this analysis, we will be better placed to understand their2



interrelationships. We use the term commiter to refer to the agent that makes acommitment, and the term commitee (not \committee") to refer to the agent whoreceives the commitment. There is no commitee for P-commitments.Our motivation is both descriptive and prescriptive. First, commitments of bothkinds are held by the intelligent systems that we encounter in real-life: humans, cor-porations, etc. Second, commitments of both kinds can be motivated on groundsof individual and group rationality for limited systems. We examine the relationshipbetween each kind of commitments and issues such as individual rationality, group ra-tionality, autonomy, representation, and coordination. The issue of interfaces appliesonly to S-commitments.2.1 Psychological CommitmentsWe mentioned how P-commitments came to be appreciated in AI. One of their ma-jor applications is in understanding intentions. Intentions for future actions are animportant concept. Perhaps their salient property is that they involve a commitmenton the part of agents. Intentions are taken to be causes of actions, and can involveactions in the future. This requires some persistence or commitment. This has beensupported by several researchers [Bratman, 1987, ch. 2], [Harman, 1986, p. 94], [Pol-lack, 1992], and [Cohen & Levesque, 1990, p. 217]. An agent who has an intention isin some way committed to it|not only does he intend to achieve the relevant condi-tion right now, but would also intend to achieve it later, even as the circumstanceschanged, perhaps for the worse.Agents can also be committed toward their beliefs. This commitment correspondsto doxastic or epistemic entrenchment [G�ardenfors, 1988, ch. 3], which means thatthe more committed an agent is, the more he will resist reconsideration, even as hereceives new evidence. For example, if you �rmly believe that all birds can y, youmight accept that penguins aren't birds, rather than that some birds cannot y.This suggests the unifying role of P-commitments, whether for intentions or beliefs.P-commitments constrain the deliberation of an agent about his cognitive state. Thus,they provide an important component of the architecture of agents viewed at theknowledge level.2.1.1 P-commitments and individual rationalityP-commitment entails that the agent continue with a belief that might no longerbe justi�ed and an intention that might no longer be feasible or serve the agent'sultimate goals. Thus there is a certain amount of irrationality built into the veryconcept of commitment. But, for limited agents, commitments can be reconciledwith rationality. Limited agents lack the resources to reason at every moment from\�rst principles"|this problem is especially acute for agents who must act in real-3



time and who live in a complex environment. P-commitments help the agent consideronly a few issues, which he can hope to resolve in the limited time he has available.Well-designed agents have the relevant commitments so that they can succeed despiteignoring a number of aspects they might otherwise reason about.2.1.2 P-commitments and group rationalityP-commitments have only an indirect e�ect on group rationality. In cooperative sys-tems, this is essentially because P-commitments add to the coordination among theagents. Agents with P-commitments project a stable image and are much easier topredict the behavior of by other agents. Thus the limitations of the agents, whichincrease the extent of their P-commitments, also make them easier to predict. How-ever, in non-cooperative settings, agents could attempt to exploit the predictabilityof each other to maximize their individual gains. This leads to the classical prisoners'dilemma, which we revisit below in the context of S-commitments.2.1.3 P-commitments and autonomyEvery commitment translates to a reduction in the choices are available to the agent.However, in the case of P-commitments, this reduction is entirely voluntary, and aswe discuss below, can be unilaterally revoked. Thus, we claim there is no loss inautonomy.2.1.4 P-commitments and representationIn typical systems, P-commitments are explicitly symbolically represented as lists ofbeliefs or intentions. The proper commitment aspect is in the mode of reasoning ofthe agent. However, in general, P-commitments can arise both with and withoutexplicit representation, depending on the kind of agent.2.1.5 P-commitments and coordinationThis is similar to the discussion on group rationality. P-commitments by themselvesdo not assist in coordination, but in conjunction with other system properties (e.g.,cooperation), they can enhance coordination.2.2 Social CommitmentsThis kind of commitment arises in distributed AI, e.g., when the agent promises (toanother) to perform a certain action. The S-commitment of an agent (to another) in amultiagent system to achieve a certain goal is essential to coordination. For example,if one agent promises another to be at a rendezvous spot, then the other can take4



this for granted and be there himself; or if one agent promises to lift one end of apiano, the other can lift the other end, and jointly they can lift the piano, therebyachieving something they could not have achieved singly. It is important to note thatcommitments in classical distributed computing are irrevocable|this makes much ofthis research inapplicable to AI, where such rigidity is undesirable.S-commitments are at least in practice an important concept for AI. It wouldbe impossible to design or understand su�ciently complex systems of autonomousagents without invoking the concept of S-commitment. The agents' S-commitmentsgive us a powerful abstraction with which to view their interactions. Intuitively,just as traditionally psychological concepts are needed for agents, social concepts areneeded for systems of agents. And, S-commitment is a social concept par excellence.2.2.1 S-commitments as interfacesS-commitments are a way of specifying interfaces among intelligent agents in mul-tiagent systems. The most interesting interactions among agents involve communi-cations. Communications can be described fruitfully using social commitments. Forexample, promises ordinarily bring into e�ect a social commitment by the speakerto the hearer; directives presuppose a S-commitment by the hearer to do as told;assertives S-commit the speaker to the statement expressed; permissions make thespeaker S-committed to allowing the relevant condition to hold; prohibitions presup-pose a S-commitment by the hearer to preventing the relevant condition from holding.Notice that promises and assertives bring about the relevant S-commitments, evenif the speaker is insincere! The speaker is subject to censure for having lied to thelistener.Indeed, S-commitments di�erentiate communication from other interactions, suchas resource conicts. Although an agent might obtain some information from anotheragent because of their conicts, these interactions di�er from the proper communica-tive ones in lacking the properties discussed above. Interaction protocols, e.g., forvarious kinds of negotiation, between di�erent agents may be de�ned so that theinteracting agents have the relevant S-commitments. This generalizes the idea of[Singh, 1994] that participating agents have the requisite intentions and know-how.A practical consequence is that one can design agents independently of each otherand just ensure that their S-commitments mesh in properly when they are combined.2.2.2 S-commitments and individual rationalitySurprisingly perhaps, S-commitments have a natural connection with individual ratio-nality. They assist in the setting up of various negotiations, which enable bargainingbetween agents. Bargaining can never be about what P-commitments an agent willadopt, but must be about his S-commitments. If agent x agrees to do somethingthat another agent y intends he do, x might obtain some payment from y. If x just5



intended to do what y desires, but does not S-commit to it, x would have no groundsfor bargaining.In addition, S-commitments can make it easier for the group as a whole to achieveits ends, and this might have some positive utility for a given agent, as an individual.2.2.3 S-commitments and group rationalityThe role of S-commitments in group rationality is akin to that of P-commitments inindividual rationality. Even when they are not in the immediate (i.e., local) interest ofan agent, S-commitments might be a good idea from the systems point of view. Whenagents in a system make and keep S-commitments, the system can perform betterthan it might if they each worked sel�shly. This too depends on speci�c systems, butthere are numerous real-life systems where S-commitments alone make it possible forany kind of success. For example, the famous prisoners' dilemma paradox arises whenthe individually preferred actions of two prisoners (namely to tell on the other) leadto a worse pay-o� for each than the individually less preferred actions of protectingthe other. The latter actions can be rationally performed only if the agents haveS-commitments to not aid the police.2.2.4 S-commitments and autonomyJust as P-commitments, S-commitments reduce an agent's choices. However, becauseof their interagent aspects, S-commitments can be unilaterally revoked in most cases.This means that they are a genuine restriction of the commiter's autonomy. This isan instance of what we believe is a fundamental trade-o� between coordination andautonomy. Any kind of coordination entails a loss of freedom in the narrow sense. Ofcourse, an agent could decide su�ciently in advance not to make any S-commitmentsand then won't have to worry about losing any choices on their account.2.2.5 S-commitments and representationS-commitments may be implicit. That is, they need not be explicitly symbolicallyrepresented by the agents, but could instead be derived from their social architectures.Of course, they could be symbolically represented by smart introspective agents. Of-ten the relevant agents would be treated only indexically, i.e., relative to the agent'sown situation. For example, at a stop sign at a street crossing, the other agent wouldbe \the driver to my right," rather than Bill, the councilman. The S-commitmentitself to let him go (and the S-commitment on his part to get out of my way) areboth a matter of training, here, of learning how to drive. S-commitments may alsobe generated by the social roles of agents. For example, someone, merely by beinga policeman in uniform, is S-committed to chase after a criminal. His not doing sowould be a dereliction of duty. 6



2.2.6 S-commitments and coordinationS-commitments enable a simple de�nition of coordination: the involved agents merelyhave to have the appropriate S-commitments to one another. Two agents are jointlycommitted to achieving a condition, p, i� each of them is S-committed to the otherto achieve a (possibly di�erent) condition such that the achievement of those twoconditions would entail p. Thus each agent could act on the assumption that theother would do his share.2.3 Adopting and Revoking CommitmentsWhereas, P-commitments may be established autonomously by the given agent S-commitments are established by participation in certain social situations or by makingthe appropriate speech acts. Castelfranchi proposes that S-commitments are estab-lished in the presence of a witness, who as it were o�ciates at the event [Castelfranchi,1993]. In addition, in many cases when several agents are simultaneously enteringinto related S-commitments with each other, it is appropriate to include a cancelationclause, which limits the liability of the participants, and determines how the deal isto be broken if ever.Ideally, both kinds of commitments are dropped when they complete successfully,e.g., when the intended or promised condition is achieved. However, we must considerwhen they are prematurely dropped or revoked.In principle, both kinds of commitment can be revoked at will. However, in thecase of P-commitments, the agent is truly unconstrained as to when he drops them. Inthe case of S-commitments, however, the agent is constrained. This could be becausethe initial agreement through which the agent entered into the given S-commitmentrestricts his freedom, or it could because applicable rules or conventions do so. In somecases, the commitee would be judge of whether the S-commitment was successfullyful�lled; more often, it would be an external authority, e.g., the witness.Prescriptively, we would like to prevent unilateral revocation of S-commitments(but not always|e.g., someone who foolishly agrees to rob a bank might be for-given for not showing up). A plausible requirement is that the commiter obtain anacknowledgment from the commitee.2.4 Relating S-Commitments and P-CommitmentsIt is obvious that P-commitments and S-commitments are distinct concepts.� An agent may be P-committed to a belief or an intention and yet not be S-committed to it. For example, an agent might have some secret beliefs that hehas not revealed to anyone. 7



� An agent might be o�cially S-committed to an intention or belief, but not beP-committed to it. For example, a bad cop might not intend to catch a robberfriend of his. He may willingly pay the penalty or face censure.� An agent, e.g., Robinson Crusoe, can have P-commitments, by himself, e.g., totrap a goat. But he needs another agent, e.g., Man Friday, to interact with tohave S-commitments, e.g., to have dinner at sundown.Despite the above, however, felicitously having a S-commitment presupposes hav-ing the corresponding P-commitment. At the least, an agent who is S-committed toachieving something should intend to achieve it. If agents weren't P-committed totheir S-commitments, they would be more likely to fail to satisfy them. Although,they may be penalized for this, the advantages of S-commitments enumerated insection 2.2 would be lost.P-commitments do not generate S-commitments, even if they are a reason whya rational sel�sh agent enters into S-commitments. S-commitments can exist onlybecause of the social relationship between the concerned agents, even if it is enteredinto consciously and deliberately by them. Consequently, S-commitments are funda-mentally more complex than P-commitments.It is clear that S-commitments cannot be trivially reduced to P-commitments.Some researchers, however, have proposed formal de�nitions that assume that S-commitments can be reduced to statements involving mutual beliefs among the par-ticipating agents. We review these suggestions in section 3. In the opposite direction,it has been proposed to P-commitments reduce to S-commitments to oneself [Shoham,1993]. This reduction de�nes the commitment or obligation of x to x the same way itde�nes the obligation of x to y. This misses the crucial intuition of the representationof self, called the essential indexical in [Perry, 1979]. Perry shows how an agent's ac-tions depend on whether he knows the \other" party is himself. Thus the reductioncan succeed only if an additional primitive of self is added.3 Commitments and StructureCommitments have an intimate relationship with the structure of multiagent systems.Although it is obvious that multiagent systems are structured, relatively few theoriescan actually accommodate it. We have identi�ed two principles in [Singh, 1991a] thatare relevant here.� Heterogeneity. Systems are composed of a diverse mix of agents and othersystems; the members may have di�erent knowledge, know-how, intentions, etc.In some cases, they may not be aware of each others' existence, or know eachothers' names. 8



� Monolithicity. Despite this, systems can be viewed as if they were singleagents. They provide a single locus of actions and can have beliefs, intentions,etc. They can enter into S-commitments. Groups such as teams, armies, nationsand corporations may all be (and are in fact) pro�tably treated as being single,though potentially complex, agents.We developed a rigorous theory of abstractions for multiagent systems in which thestructure is indirectly captured through constraints on the communications amongmember agents [Singh, 1994]. Those results can be re�ned through the use of S-commitments, related to the proposal on communications in section 2.2. Thus thestructure of a system might be captured directly through the S-commitments amongits members. In fact, behaviorally identical systems could have vastly di�ering struc-tures. For example, one structure may include a central authority and another mightnot, with obviously di�erent applicability.The idea of structured and recursively composed systems or agents combines withthe notion of commitment to yield a powerful means of specifying properties of mul-tiagent systems.1. Systems may have P-commitments. These are cashed out in terms of the P-commitments and S-commitments of their members.2. Systems may have S-commitments. These are reected in their P-commitmentsand their internal structure in a way that is roughly analogous to, but morecomplex than, the case of individuals.A useful paradigm is of S-committing an agent to a system that contains him.This enables capturing the common social situations, where one often speaks of ab-stract agents that other agents are committed to; these abstract agents include teams,nations, and other such entities.Traditional construals of group action require the agents to have mutual beliefsabout the joint action [Levesque et al., 1990; Grosz & Sidner, 1990]. Mutual beliefsarise when each of a set of agents believes something, and believes that each of theother does so, and so on ad in�nitum. This has a number of shortcomings.� It assumes that the agents know of each other, and keep each other perfectlywell-informed: thus it fails for systems whose membership is large and changing.� It assumes that the system is homogeneous and symmetric with respect to theagents: each contributes the same in terms of what they know of the joint action� It is fragile in that joint action becomes impossible whenever the mutual beliefsbreak down, which can happen whenever an agent gets the slightest doubt. Moreimportantly, mutual beliefs are impossible to attain through communicationover unreliable channels. They typically arise when they are designed in.9



The use of mutual belief appears to be a technique to model S-commitmentsusing P-commitments. We submit it is more appropriate to model the social conceptdirectly. This is because mutual belief is not really interpreted in a manner similarto belief, and does not reduce the conceptual complexity of the descriptions.4 Implementational AspectsHow can theoretical constructs like commitments be made to have some impact on thecomputations of the systems to which they apply. We are familiar with notions similarto P-commitments for individual agents, but the remaining possibilities are less clear.These are the implementation of P-commitments for systems (i.e., structured agents)and S-commitments for individuals and systems.Even for the �rst case, there are some variations possible. P-commitments could becaptured declaratively, i.e., symbolically, or procedurally. Often, the base concepts ofintentions or beliefs are implemented declaratively, but the P-commitment itself lies inthe processing of the base concepts. It would certainly help to make P-commitmentsthemselves be declarative, for the usual reasons of making the implementation exiblewith regard to how it reasoned and how the P-commitments were realized.P-commitments for multiagent systems are more tricky, since they involve somecoordination among the member agents. Depending on the structure of the system,this could be trivial or complex. In the latter case, P-commitments at one level couldtranslate to S-commitments among agents of the lower level. For example, in an armythe intentions of the army as a whole are given by the intentions of its general. Bycontrast, in a team, each member might make a small contribution.S-commitments among individuals must rely upon some conventions about howthey are processed. There is clearly a representation of the speci�c S-commitment bythe commiter and commitee, but much of the work is in the external conventions. Forexample, in 2PC, all the processes can assume that the commitments are irrevocable.S-commitments among multiagent systems pose no special problems. They stillrequire representations by designated members of the systems, just as in the case of P-commitments. In addition, they require the conventions that S-commitments amongindividuals require, plus a notion of a designated member who has responsibility forthe requisite actions.The problems of joint actions by heterogeneous systems can be addressed. Themembers do not need to know the names of who else is involved, but if they have a rep-resentation for the system as an abstract agent, they can direct their S-commitmentsto it. This would apply very naturally for a large company, or an army, or a nation.10



5 Comparisons and ConclusionsWe now review some of the relevant literature. We referred to [Castelfranchi, 1993;Levesque et al., 1990; Grosz & Sidner, 1990; Shoham, 1993] in the body of the paper.Gasser reviews some of the sociological issues underlying multiagent systems [Gasser,1991]. His notion of the multiple simultaneous roles played by social agents inspiredpart of our discussion above. Castelfranchi studies concepts similar to those here[Castelfranchi, 1993]. However, he does not discuss the rationality and computationalaspects of commitments. Also, he distinguishes a notion of collective commitment,which is subsumed by our concept of S-commitment through the orthogonal repre-sentation of the structure of multiagent systems. Tuomela develops an interestingtheory of joint action and intention that bears similarities to collective commitments[Tuomela, 1991]. Several researchers are building systems that embody versions of S-commitment and exhibit the usefulness of this program of research [von Martial, 1992;Wittig, 1992].We have sought to present the unifying principles behind two major notions ofcommitment for single-agent and multiagent systems. We have shown how thesenotions relate to various aspects of agent and system architecture, and the roles theymight play in the science of multiagent systems.AcknowledgementsThis paper has been several years in the making. I have bene�ted from discussionswith several people over the years, most notably Nicholas Asher, Cristiano Castel-franchi, Les Gasser, Michael George�, and Michael Huhns. This work has beensupported by a number of agencies, including the NSF, DFKI, MCC, and NCSU. Ialone am responsible for the content, however.References[Bratman, 1987] Bratman, Michael E.; 1987. Intention, Plans, and Practical Reason.Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA.[Castelfranchi, 1993] Castelfranchi, Cristiano; 1993. Commitments: From individualintentions to groups and organizations. In Proceedings of the AAAI-93 Workshop onAI and Theories of Groups and Organizations: Conceptual and Empirical Research.[Cohen & Levesque, 1990] Cohen, Philip R. and Levesque, Hector J.; 1990. Intentionis choice with commitment. Arti�cial Intelligence 42:213{261.11
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